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Committee Secretary,
Joint Standing Committee on Migration
House of Representatives,
Parliament House,
Canberra ACT 2600
Dear Committee Chair, Ms Maria Vamvakinou

Thank you for allowing us to share with you our thought about Multiculturalism in
Australia.
I believe that Australian multiculturalism form, even when some says we get it right,
but it will not be the case in the near future, the examples for us is Europe one day
they were saying exactly the same, trying, believing and encouraging all their nations
to practise and to trust them it will work.
Now after years of believing, what they found?
 Europe starts to loss its identity.
 Open there doors to migrants from poor neighbour countries. Most of them
have troubles in their main land, they never lived in democratic society, their
rulers are dictators and civil wars among their people.
 Found that all these people coming as an example from Egypt, Iran, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Soudan, India and Iraq, it seems from different countries but most of them
belong to the same culture not the culture of their countries but the culture of their
religion.
 They failed, because most of the escapers are Muslims, and Islam does not
recognise or believe in any culture, democratic system and the word of
multiculturalism not in their agenda, any land they live in it is their land and it
should follow their way and their religion, if it is not by peaceful way it is by force,
abusing, attacking, demonstrating, threaten by killing and killing whom opposed them.
 They failed because these communities instead of integrating in the society, they are
increasingly closing themselves into ghettos, and fundamentalist behaviours
.
What happened in Europe is happening in Australia, we are welcoming many people from
the same troubling countries either through the legal channels or boats coming with the
same agenda, closing themselves into ghettos, enjoying our freedom to say what they
want allow them to pray any were even in the roads as they do in their countries, under
the umbrella of multiculturalism, they want us to accept their way, advice our state

education departments to teach the school kids the Quran, force us to eat halal
foods, introducing Sharia finance, Sharia law as they did not long ago in Europe
and so on.
Unfortunately our leaders and in the name of multiculturalism and harmony, they
recommended, not saying or greeting each others in Easter or Christmas, no
Christmas decoration in the public schools, halal foods in super markets, prayers
rooms in many public places, Islamic books in schools, all that just for not
offending those who believe in Islam or hurt them.
 Is that what we need for our future?

 Are the Coptic, Baha’i, Hindi, Jewish communities doing the same!? Why
Muslims only force us to do that and our leaders they believe they have the
right under our democratic system?
 Do you want Australia to be other Britain or France or USA?
Muslim are demonstrating every were in the world if any one say any thing about
their prophet or attack Islam, even against some governments, are we in the same
boat?
We do not want what is seems to be coming soon to Australia to happen.
We have to change our policies, and we have to be more firm with this people.
We all welcome the multiculturalism if we are dealing with cultures but we do not
want civil war in our soil, even if we are not believe in any, we should not leave Islam
or Christianity to be exclusive.
Our commitment should be to Australia, we should have one law for all our citizens, to
accept Australian democratic way of life.
Thank you.

